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Outline

I What do we mean by subversion and ASas.

I Earlier work.

I Subversion goals

I Different fixes, reverse firewall, public watchdog

I Present attack

I Apply attack to key exchange.

I Different attack versions and scenarios

I Possible fix.
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Subversion resilience and Algorithm Substitutionattacks
Algorithm Substitution attack
An adversary A can substitute a legitimate algorithm with one chosen
by the adversary. We want to create protocols which can detect, stop,

or at least mitigate the damage done.

Earlier work
Our work is heavily influenced by work on subversion resilient

symmetric encryption protocols[3, 2], signature schemes[1] and public

key encryption [4].
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Goals of subversion adversary

Undetectability
The adversary wants the subverted algorithms to behave as closely to

the original algorithms as possible to avoid being detected.

Key recovery
The adversary wants to learn something from the subversion, like a

signing key or a symmetric encryption key.
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Mitigations
Watchdogs
A watchdog is a program which checks the output of protocol

components against verified, legitimate algorithms. Can be both offline,

i.e. a one time check before the algorithm is deployed, or online,

monitoring and checking transcripts. Offline watchdogs are the

weakest, and hence the most desirable.

Reverse firewall
A reverse firewall is an un-tamperable program between a user and the

network which “sanitizes” the transcript. For signatures, one such

firewall was constructed by using a rerandomizable signature scheme

and the firewall running the rerandomizing algorithm, hence changing

the output generated by the subverted implementation [1].

Deterministic schemes
The attack we present works against randomized schemes, so one fix is

to use things like unique signatures
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Attack idea

For a randomized algorithm Π, evaluate a PRF on the output Y , if the
PRF-output (v, i)matches the i’th bit of sk, return Y , else pick a new
randomness and try again.
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Attack idea

Details
I Ignoring timing and possible side channel analysis, the attack is

undetectable.

I Recovers sk with high probability.
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Attack against key exchange

Figure: Two message key exchange protocol.

Requirements on InitI and InitR.
I For forward secrecy and other reasons, InitI and InitR must be

randomized.

I This is a problem if the computer has access to sk.

I Question: should this simply be considered as a regular corruption?
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Attack against key exchange

Requirements on InitI and InitR.
I We have to assume we can run even subverted implementations of

InitI and InitR without access to sk, or else it’s game over.

I An ephemeral key exchange shouldn’t be connected to sk anyway,

so this is more of a computer issue, not crypto.

I Reverse firewalls are also assumed to be un-tamperable, so not

that much of a stretch.
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Attack against key exchange
I At this point we can obtain implicit authentication, so we could stop

here, but we wont.

Figure: Kristian’s protocol from [5].
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Attack against key exchange
Towards explicit authentication
I Any protocol that obtains explicit authentication must use sk when

generating parts of the transcript (argument still not fully polished),

so problems from before show up again.

I Once the key-share X is generated “correctly”, we are in a setting
where we require a subversion resilient signature scheme (or

possibly some signature-free way to get explicit authentication).

I If the signature is randomized, the attack from before can be

applied to the signature part of the message.

I We follow [1] and use unique signatures.
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Attack against key exchange

Problem:
Now both X and σX are “resiliently generated”. But since the subverted
algorithm has access to sk when generating σX , it can now run the
attack on X , σX or the whole of (X , σX). If the values are bad, he can
restart the whole process.

Problem:
The adversary could even choose to save sk and thus have it available

when starting the next session. However, following [2], we desire

stateless algorithms, where no information flows from one execution to

the next.
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Our fix

Commit to message
I We need to somehow commit to a message X and ensure that it
cannot be changed once the adversary gets access to sk.

I We solve this by splitting the protocol into two rounds. The first

message is the key share X , and the second is a signature σX,Y on X
and the response Y .

I Still need to actually prove that this is secure.

I Note that TLS 1.3 does something similar, where the Client doesn’t

authenticate until the second round.
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